XV8 Crisis Battlesuits [26 PL, 520pts]: 4x MV4 Shield Drone [40pts]
  . Crisis Shas'ui [96pts]: 3x Cyclic ion blaster [54pts]
  . Crisis Shas'ui [96pts]: 3x Cyclic ion blaster [54pts]
  . Crisis Shas'ui [96pts]: 3x Cyclic ion blaster [54pts]
  . Crisis Shas'ui [96pts]: 3x Cyclic ion blaster [54pts]
  . Crisis Shas'ui [96pts]: 3x Cyclic ion blaster [54pts]

XV95 Ghostkeel Battlesuit [10 PL, 179pts]: 2x Flamer [18pts], Cyclic ion raker [39pts], 2x MV5 Stealth Drone [20pts], Shield generator [8pts], Target lock [12pts]

++ Fast Attack [4 PL, 50pts] ++

Tactical Drones [4 PL, 50pts]: 5x MV7 Marker Drone [50pts]

++ Fortification Network (T'au Empire) [6 PL, 120pts] ++

+ No Force Org Slot +

T'au Empire Sept Choice: Sa'cea Sept

+ Fortification [6 PL, 120pts] +

Remote Sensor Tower [2 PL, 40pts]: High intensity markerlight [7pts]

Remote Sensor Tower [2 PL, 40pts]: High intensity markerlight [7pts]

Remote Sensor Tower [2 PL, 40pts]: High intensity markerlight [7pts]

++ Total: [106 PL, 1996pts] ++
Ben Neal 3rd Overall Colorado Cutthroat’s Grand Tournament

T'au Empire Sept Choice: Bork'an Sept

HQ [11 PL, 236pts]

Cadre Fireblade [3 PL, 62pts]: Markerlight [3pts], 2x MV4 Shield Drone [20pts], Puretide engram neurochip

Commander in XV86 Coldstar Battlesuit [8 PL, 174pts]: 4x Fusion blaster [84pts]

Troops [6 PL, 105pts]

Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]: 5x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [35pts]

Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]: 5x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [35pts]

Strike Team [2 PL, 35pts]: 5x Fire Warrior w/ Pulse Rifle [35pts]

Fast Attack [26 PL, 521pts]

Tactical Drones [4 PL, 80pts]: 8x MV4 Shield Drone [80pts]

XV109 Y'vahra Battlesuit [22 PL, 441pts]: Advanced targeting system [12pts], 2x MV52 Shield Drone [22pts], Target lock [12pts]

T'au Empire Sept Choice: Farsight Enclaves

HQ [7 PL, 86pts]

Commander in XV8 Crisis battlesuit [7 PL, 86pts]: 2. Through Unity, Devastation, Drone controller [5pts], Flamer [9pts], Warlord

Elites [46 PL, 878pts]